Security Analysis with UMLsec
Analysis wrt. security requirements in class diagram: Verify sequence / statechart diagrams against attacker model from threat scenarios in deployment diagrams who (Dolev, Yao 1982 ): • may participate in some protocol runs, • knows some data in advance, • may intercept messages on some links, • injects messages that it can produce in some links • may access certain nodes.
Symbolic Crypto
Exp: term algebra generated by Var Keys Data and
• _ :: _ (concatenation) and empty expression ℇ,
• Dec ( ) (decryption)
• Sign ( ) (signing)
• Ext_( ) (extracting from signature)
• Hash( _ ) (hashing) by factoring out the equations and (for K Keys). Example: Translation to Logic
Formal semantics for UML fragment • Draw UML models with editor.
• Save UML models as XMI (XML dialect).
• Connect to verification tools (automated theorem prover, model-checker …), e.g. using XMI Data Binding.
Tool-support: Tool Binding
Several possibilities:
• General purpose language with integrated XML parser (Perl, …)
• Special purpose XML parsing language (XSLT, …)
• To evaluate security of specification, simulate jointly with adversary model.
Cryptography
Keys are symbols, crypto-algorithms are abstract operations.
• Can only decrypt with right keys.
• Can only compose with available messages.
• Cannot perform statistical attacks. 
